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Abstract
As the research of knowledge graph(KG)is deepened and widely used,knowledge graph com-

pletion(KGC)has attracted more and more attentions from researchers,especially in scenarios of in-
telligent search,social networks and deep question and answer(Q&A). Current research mainly fo-
cuses on the completion of static knowledge graphs,and the temporal information in temporal knowl-
edge graphs(TKGs) is ignored. However,the temporal information is definitely very helpful for the
completion. Note that existing researches on temporal knowledge graph completion are difficult to
process temporal information and to integrate entities,relations and time well. In this work,a rotation
and scaling (RotatS) model is proposed,which learns rotation and scaling transformations from head
entity embedding to tail entity embedding in 3D spaces to capture the information of time and rela-
tions in the temporal knowledge graph. The performance of the proposed RotatS model have been
evaluated by comparison with several baselines under similar experimental conditions and space com-
plexity on four typical knowl good graph completion datasets publicly available online. The study
shows that RotatS can achieve good results in terms of prediction accuracy.

Key words:knowledge graph(KG),temporal knowledge graph(TKG),knowledge graph com-
pletion(KGC),rotation and scaling (RotatS)

0　 Introduction

With the increasing application of knowledge
graphs ( KGs), a large number of knowledge graphs
have been constructed. KG consists of entities,relation-
ships,attributes,and attribute values. Generally speak-
ing,KG can be represented by a set of triples. The rep-
resentation of triples is (H,R,T),where H (Head)
and T(Tail) are a group of head entities and tail enti-
ties,respectively,and R( Relation) is a set of relation-
ships between them. Existing KGs include YAGO[1],
Freebase[2],Wikidata[3],and WordNet[4],etc. ,which
are used for intelligent search, social networks, deep
question answering, etc. However, many KGs usually
suffer from incompletion,and the purpose of knowledge
graph completion (KGC) is to add new triples in KGs,
such as obtaining a new triple (COVID-19,belongs to,
Class B infectious diseases) from existing knowledge
graphs related to contagious diseases. The task makes
KG more complete. Therefore, KGC has drawn wide-

spread attention.
At present,many KGC models do not take tempo-

ral information into account. However, in many KGs,
the occurrence of many events is related to time. This
type of knowledge graph is called temporal knowledge
graph ( TKG). Typically, TKGs are represented by a
quadruple (H,R,T,Γ),where H and T are a set of
head entities and tail entities respectively, R is a set of
relationships between them,and Γ is a set of time when
the event occurs. For instance,There are many answers
to the question (Obama,visit,?),if the time factor is
not taken into account. But if the time factor is consid-
ered, the answer to this question is specific, as
(Obama, visit, China) took place on November 15,
2009,and (Obama,visit,Thailand) took place on No-
vember 18, 2012. Ignoring temporal information can
create significant uncertainty to KGC and negatively af-
fect downstream tasks.

Traditional KGC models,such as TransE[5],Dist-
Mult[6],RotatE[7], ComplEx[8],etc. ,learn the low-di-
mensional embedding of entities and relations, and
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model the relationships between entities to perform KG
completion. None of these models has a way to model
temporal information, thereby ignoring the time when
the fact occurs. To address this problem, several re-
searchers have proposed related models, including
TTransE[9], HyTE[10], TA-TransE[11], ATiSE[12], Te-
Ro[13],TempCaps[14],TKGC[15], HTKE[16],etc. These
models obtain the time factor by encoding temporal in-
formation and integrating this information with entities
and relationships respectively,so that the event is time-
dependent.

However,the above mentioned models are merely
extensions of traditional KGC methods, and lack the
ability to extract the semantic information of time. As
an example,the TeRo model defines the temporal evo-
lution of entity embedding as the rotation of the entity
in two-dimensional space from the initial time to the
current time[13],and then uses the TransE method to
obtain the relationship between the head entity and the
tail entity after the rotation. Like other TKG completion
methods,this model only considers the evolution of the
entity itself in two-dimensional space with respect to
time,and the semantic association between entities,re-
lations and time is not better obtained.

This paper proposes a new method based on rota-
tion and scaling ( RotatS ) for temporal knowledge
graph completion. The model maps entities, relations,
and time into three-dimensional space,and defines the
evolution of head entities through a combination of time
and relations to obtain tail entities.

Through the mapping of three-dimensional space,
entities,relations and time can obtain richer semantic
information. Furthermore,this paper defines the tempo-
ral and relational evolution of entity embedding as the
rotation and scaling of head entity to the tail entity in
the 3D space, and the model defines the relationship
between head entity and tail entity in 3D space relative
to relations and time,and obtains rich semantic associa-
tion among entities,relations and time.

The advantages of the proposed model includes:
(1) It solves the problem that entity cannot be

well combined with relations and time in traditional
methods. A general approach to solving TKG comple-
tion is proposed in this paper. For events of either time-
stamps or time intervals,different rotation axes are used
respectively,and the relationship between head entities
and tail entities in different types of events are defined.

(2)The model considers the roles of time and re-
lation in evolution at the same time. The rotation can
help to make the direction between the head entity and
the tail entity closer. Similarly,the scaling can help to
make the size between the head entity and the tail enti-

ty closer. Through this method, entities, relations, and
time are hopefully better associated.

(3) The performance of the proposed method is
evaluated on four public datasets. Experimental results
show that this papers approach has certain advantages
compared with several existing methods.

(4)The paper also conducts a comparison experi-
ment between rotation and scaling in 3D space and 4D
space. The experimental results show that the RotatS
model performs better in these cases.

1　 Related work

1. 1　 Static graph completion
Static KGC models can be divided into translation-

based models, tensor decomposition-based models and
neural network-based models.
1. 1. 1　 Translation based models

KGC is performed by learning low-dimensional
embedding representations of entities and relations in
the knowledge graph. These models are mainly based
on TransE for transformations of spatial mappings.
TransE[5] defines relations as the transformation from
head entity to tail entity,but can only handle one-to-
one relationships. For relations such as one-to-many,
TransH[17] establishes a plane and projects entities and
relationships onto the plane. TransR[18] uses the pro-
jection matrix of a particular relation to project entities
into the relation space. sTransE[19] operates different
transformations for head entity and tail entity,and pro-
jects head entity and tail entity into separate spaces.
TransD[20] sparses the relational mapping matrix,there-
fore reducing the amount of parameters. TranSparse[21]

solves the problem of unbalanced distribution of rela-
tions in triples. The relations that occur infrequently on-
ly need to train the matrix with low sparsity, and the
relations that occur infrequently need to train the matrix
with dense sparsity. TransM[22] focuses on the structure
of the knowledge graph and constructs the model by
pre-counting the weights of each relation in the training
set. RotatE[7] introduces the complex domain on top of
TransE,which maps entities and relations into a com-
plex space,and defines each relation as a rotation from
head entity to tail entity.
1. 1. 2　 Tensor decomposition based models

These models decompose the score of the triples
into a tensor product. RESCAL[23] expresses the rela-
tions with a full-ranking matrix,calculating the product
between entity embeddings and relation matrices. This
model is simple and effective,but the parameters are
increased. Relations in DistMult[6] use diagonal matri-
ces to reduce the number of parameters but cannot
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model the directionality of relationships. Complex[8]

introduces the complex domain and considers that head
entity embedding of the given entity and tail entity em-
bedding are conjugate relationships. Among them,RES-
CAL and DistMult cannot obtain asymmetric relation-
ships, for instance,triples(h,r, t) and( t,r,h) always
have equal scores.
1. 1. 3　 Neural network based models

Neural network-based models perform KGC vari-
ously: ProjE[24] model uses the feed-forward network to
model the KG. ConvE[25] first splices the embedding of
head entities and the embedding of relations,then per-
forms a multi-layer convolution operation, and finally
scores all candidate sets. ConvKB[26] modifies the form
of the input data of ConvE,then obtains the feature lay-
er by convolution, and finally splices and scores it.
ConvR[27] performs the convolution operation by using
relations directly as convolution kernels.

1. 2　 Temporal graph completion
Recently,some researchers have found that adding

temporal information to the knowledge graph can fur-
ther improve the performance of KGC. Some models are
derived from TransE, such as TTransE[9], embedding
time information into the score function. TA-TransE and
TA-DistMult[11] obtained the temporal evolution of rela-
tions by stitching the embedding of predicates and the
temporal embedding using long short term memory
(LSTM). HyTE[10] treats timestamps as hyperplanes
and projects entity and relation embeddings onto the
hyperplane to obtain new representations. This model is
the expansion of TransH with respect to time by adding
temporal information to head entity, relation and tail
entity respectively. TempCaps[14] proposes a capsule
network-based model to construct entity embeddings by
dynamically routing the retrieved temporal relations and
neighbor information. TKGC[15] models global trends
and local fluctuations by mapping entities and relations
in TKG to approximations of multivariate Gaussian
processes (MGPs). HTKE[16] proposes a new hyper-
plane-based temporal-aware KG embedding model that
incorporates temporal information into the entity-rela-
tion space to more effectively predict missing elements
in KGs.

2　 Methods

In this section,the TKG completion problem is de-
fined and the method RotatS is introduced in detail.
This method integrates entities,relationships,and tem-
poral information to solve the TKG completion problem
better.

TKG completion is also called link prediction
task. The goal of this task is to predict hidden quaterni-
ons using observable quaternions[28] . This task can be
divided into two parts: given a quaternion representa-
tion of the TKG as (h,r,∗,Γ),predicts the tail enti-
ty,and predicts the head entity given a quaternion rep-
resentation of the TKG as (∗,r,t,Γ).

Quaternions have been used for static knowledge
graph embeddings[29] . The definition and basic mathe-
matical properties of quaternions are presented for a
better introduction to the method proposed in this pa-
per.

2. 1　 Quaternions
Quaternion[30] is the result of the expansion of the

imaginary part of a complex number. Usually the qua-
ternion q is represented by (w,x,y,z),where w is the
real part; x,y and z are the imaginary parts,or it can
also be expressed as q = [w,v] = w + xi + yj +
zk ( i,j, and k are imaginary units) . Some of the rules
and operations for quaternions are as follows.

Basic rules and derivatives are
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = - 1 (1)
ij = k;jk = i;ki = j (2)
ji = - k;kj = - i;ik = - j (3)
The inner product of quaternions: the inner prod-

uct between q1 = w1 + x1 i + y1 j + z1k and q2 = w2 + x2 i
+ y2 j + z2k is the sum of the products of the correspond-
ing real and imaginary parts.
q1 q2 = w1·w2 + x1·x2 + y1·y2 + z1·z2 (4)

Quaternion Hamilton product:
q1  q2 = (w1 w2 + x1 x2 + y1 y2 + z1 z2)

+ (w1 x2 + x1 w2 + y1 z2 + z1 y2) i
+ (w1 y2 + x1 z2 + y1 w2 + z1 x2) j
+ (w1 z2 + x1 y2 + y1 x2 + z1 w2)k (5)

Quaternion conjugates:
The conjugate of q is
q∗ = w - xi - yj - zk (6)
Quaternion inverse:
The inverse of q is

q -1 = q∗

q (7)

Unit quaternion:
The norm of a quaternion q is
q = w2 + x2 + y2 + z2 (8)

When q = 1 , q is the unit quaternion and the
conjugate of q is its inverse.

Rotation of quaternions[29]:
In 3D spatial rotation,the rotation axis is assumed

to be the unit vector.
q = cosθ,sinθ u[ ] (9)
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where u = xi + yj + zk is the unit quaternion.
The vector v (the real part is 0) is rotated by 2 θ

around the axis of rotation u to obtain v∗ as
v∗ = q  v  q - 1 = q  v  q∗ = v☉q (10)

2. 2　 RotatS
When the real part of the quaternion is 0,the qua-

ternion can be expressed as v = xi + yj + zk. Such qua-
ternion can be represented as a 3D vector v = ( x,y,
z).

Similar to the rotation of TeRo[13] in 2D space,
this paper uses the rotation and scaling of the quaterni-
on with real part 0 in 3D space which are used to com-
plete the TKG completion task. This paper proposes a
general model RotatS for TKG completion,which learns
the embedding representation of entities,relations,and
time in TKG and continuously optimizes the score func-
tion,so that correct quaternions receive a higher score
and erroneous quaternions have a lower score. In 3D
space,the model uses a rotation and scaling based ap-
proach where the head entity is rotated and scaled to
obtain the tail entity using a combination of time and
relations. The general form of the model is as follows.

RotSR,Γ(H) = T (11)
where H and T represent the embedding of head entity
and tail entity in 3D space respectively,R and Γ repre-
sent the embedding of relation and time in 3D space re-
spectively,and RotS represents the rotation and scaling
from head entity H to tail entity T in 3D space. All em-
beddings are represented in 3D space,that is

H = (Hx,Hy,Hz) (12)
T = (Tx,Ty,Tz) (13)
R = (Rx,Ry,Rz) (14)
Γ = (Γx,Γy,Γz) (15)
Through the embedding of entities,relations,and

time in 3D space,vector representations of different di-
mensions can be obtained,thereby obtaining richer se-
mantic information than TeRo. The evolution of head
entity to tail entity is performed based on both the rep-
resentation of relation and time to obtain the semantic
association between entity,relation,and time.

It is possible for an event to occur at a timestamp
or continuously over a time interval. Rotation axis
should be varied to better model different kind
of events. Subsections 2. 3 and 2. 4 present model de-
tails for rotating and scaling around the time axis and
relational axis, respectively, to address the problem of
link prediction for timestamp and time interval events,
respectively.

2. 3　 Rotation and scaling around the time axis
The proposed model uses time as the axis of rota-

tion when solving the timestamp problems. The score
function of the model is

F = H☉ QΓ - T (16)
where H and T are the embedding of the head entity
and tail entity in 3D space respectively; ☉ represents
the rotation in 3D space. This paper defines QΓ =
cos θΓ,uΓsin θΓ

[ ] ,where uΓ = Γx i + Γy j + Γzk (
Γx,Γy,Γz are the three representations of time in 3D
space, and Γ2

x + Γ2
y + Γ2

z = 1 ) is the time axis of
the rotation of H in 3D space; 2 θΓ is the rotation angle
associated with the time embedding.

Because the number of events occurring at a time-
stamp is limited,this paper uses time as the rotation ax-
is,which can fix the timestamp for inference to narrow
the target range of tail entities and thus improve the ac-
curacy of inference. The role of the scoring function is
to evolve the head entity H to get the tail entity T using
QΓ ,which defines a new type of entity relationship and
obtains richer semantic association between entities.
The goal of this model is that through training, the
evolved H and T of the correct quadruple are getting
closer and closer,i. e. ,the value of F is getting closer
to 0.

However,in the above approach,the effect of rela-
tions is not considered. Relations are important and can
provide a wealth of information. In static knowledge
graphs,the knowledge graph can be complemented by
relations alone. Therefore,the paper introduces relation
to improve the performance of the model. R◁ is the
unitization of relational embedding,which can be repre-
sented in 3D space as

R◁ = (R′x,R′y,R′z)
= (cosα,sinαcosβ,sinαsinβ) (17)

where α , β are the angles of the relational embedding
and are uniformly initialized between - π and π[29] .
This paper uses ° to define Hadmard product between
head entities and relations: H° R◁ = ( Hx, Hy,
Hz)°(R′x,R′y,R′z) = (Hx R′x,Hy R′y,Hz R′z) . With
Hadmard product,this paper incorporates relational in-
formation into head entity,thus enriching semantic in-
formation. The improved score function abtained in this
paper is as follows.

F = (H° R◁)☉ QΓ - T (18)
Using the above model,the head entity incorpora-

ting relational information is rotated in 3D space to ob-
tain tail entity, and the direction of the entity vector
changes after the rotation. In order to make the entity
vector obtained after evolutions more approximate to the
tail entity, this paper performs both the rotation and
scaling evolution of the entity,so that the size and di-
rection of the evolved vector are closer to the tail entity
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vector,and define u′Γ = WH WR(Γx i + Γy j + Γzk) =
WH WR uΓ ,where WH and WR are head entity-specific
and relation-specific weights respectively. At this time,
the value of QΓ is as follows.

Q′Γ = cos θΓ,u′Γsin θΓ
[ ]

= A × cos θΓ

A ,
WH WRsin θΓ

A uΓ[ ] (19)

A = W2
H W2

R sin2 θΓ + cos2 θΓ

This paper defines cosφ =
cos θΓ

A and q =

cosφ,uΓsinφ[ ] ,then if ignoring R◁ ,it can obtain:
H☉ Q′Γ = H☉(A × q) = A2 × (qH q∗)

(20)
The multiplication with relation-specificity biasWR

in Ref. [29] is also used to improve performance. At
this point,the score function is

F = H·R◁( )☉ Q′Γ( )·WR - T (21)
Therefore,the rotation axis of the model is uΓ ;

the rotation angle is 2 φ ; and the scaling factor is
W2

H W2
R sin2 θΓ + cos2 θΓ

( )WR .

2. 4　 Rotation and scaling around relational axes
In subsection 2. 3,this paper discusses the score

function when solving the time interval problem. When
solving the time interval problem,the relation is used as
the rotation axis. The score function is as follows.

F = H·R◁( )☉ QR( )·WR - T (22)
where QR = cos θΓ + uRsin θΓ ; uR = WH WR(Rx i + Ry j
+ Rzk)(R2

x + R2
y + R2

z = 1) .
An event occurs within a time interval. Here time

is a range. It is not reasonable to take a random times-
tamp from the time interval. Relation is used as the axis
of rotation and the head entity incorporating relational
information is evolved around the relation axis to obtain
the tail entity. The model has the same rotation angle
and scaling as the model dealing with timestamp
events,and the rotation axis is (Rx i,Ry j,Rzk) .

2. 5　 Loss function
This paper uses the same loss function as in Te-

Ro[13] to optimize the RotatS model,with self-adversari-
al negative sampling in the loss function:

Loss = - logσ gamma - y( )

- ∑
n

i = 1
plogσ yˊ - gamma( ) (23)

where σ is the sigmoid function,y is the score of the
correct quadruple (H,R,T, Γ), yˊ is the score of the
negative sample ( Hˊ ,Rˊ ,Tˊ ,Γˊ ),gamma is a fixed
margin,p is the ratio of negative training samples to
positive training samples. The overall training algorithm

is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1　 Training of RotatS
Input:The train set TKG = H,R,T,Γ{ } ; the number of ep-
och n;the negative sample rate p.
Output:The minimum loss on the train set.

1:
s,r,o,t ← Xavier_uniform(), lossmin = 0 ∥Initialize
the embedding vector in 3D space

2: For each i ∈ [1,n] do
3: 　 for( s,r,o,t) ∈ TKG do
4: 　 　 Constructing negative samples D -

5:
　 　 If t is time point then calculate score function F
by ((H·R◁)☉ QΓ)·WR - T

6: 　 　 end if

7:
　 　 If t is time period then discretize t as t2,t1,…,
tm; calculate score function F by ((H·R◁)☉QR)·
WR - T

8: 　 　 end if
9: 　 　 Loss = lossD+ + lossD-

10: 　 end for
11: 　 lossmin = min( lossmin,loss)
12: 　 Update parameters s,r,o,t with Adagrad optimizer
13: end for
14: Return lossmin

3　 Experiments

In experiments,this paper evaluates the perform-
ance of the model RotatS on four standard datasets and
compared it with some baselines.

3. 1　 Datasets
Frequently used TKGs include ICEWS14,

ICEWS05-15, YAGO11k and Wikidata12k. Among
them, ICEWS14 and ICEWS05-15 are event-based
datasets,both derived from ICEWS[31], corresponding
to events in 2014 and events from 2005 to 2015, re-
spectively, both of which record are the timestamps
when each event occurs; YAGO11k and Wikidata12k
are derived from YAGO[1] and Wikidata[3],respective-
ly,and these two datasets record the the time interval in
which each event occurs.

3. 2　 Baselines
This paper compares the RotatS model with base-

lines,including static KGC models and temporal KGC
models.

The static KGC models compared in this paper are
translation based models and tensor decomposition
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based models, including TransE[5], DistMult[6], Com-
plEX[8],RotatE[7] and QuatE[32] . These models ignore
temporal information when performing KGC.

The temporal KGC models compared in this paper
include TTransE[9], TA-TransE[11], TA-DistMult[11],
HyTE[10],DE-SimplE[33], ATiSE[12], TeRo[13], Temp-
Caps[14],TKGC[15] and HTKE[16] . These models incor-
porate temporal information to improve the accuracy of
KGC.

3. 3　 Evaluation methodology
This paper evaluates the RotatS model by testing

the task on link prediction. The goal of the task is to
reason about missing values in (∗,R,T,Γ) and (H,
R,∗, Γ ),where ∗ represents the missing element.
For a test quadruple,by substituting either H or T,this
paper generates candidate quadruplets, calculates
scores for all possible quadruplets, and finally ranks
these quadruplets in ascending order.

In this experiment,two common evaluation metrics
are used: mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and Hits@ k.
MRR refers to the average reciprocal rank of all cor-
rectly predicted entities. Hits@ k refers to the propor-
tion of correctly predicted entities among the top k enti-
ties.

3. 4　 Experimental setup
This paper evaluates the RotatS model on TITAN

Xp,and refers to the experimental setup described in
TeRo[13] . The model is implemented using Pytorch,and
the best model is selected by early stopping on the vali-
dation set according to MRR. The experiment chooses
embedding size k as 500,batch size b as 512,and uses
Adagrad as the optimizer. Both real part and imaginary
parts of the entity embedding are initialized using uni-
form initialization.

The time granularity parameters u and thre are as-
signed different values in different datasets. This paper
lists the parameters in different datasets[13]: lr = 0. 1,
gamma = 60, thre = 10 on YAGO11k; lr = 0. 3,
gamma = 20,thre = 200 on Wikidata12k; lr = 0. 1,
gamma = 110,u = 1 on ICEWS14; lr = 0. 1,gam-
ma = 120,u = 2 on ICEWS05-15.

3. 5　 Complexity
As shown in Table 1, the space complexity and

scoring functions between the porposed model and sev-
eral baselines are compared. In scoring function[13],
Proj(·) represents the temporal projection of the em-

bedding[11]; LSTM(long shortterm memory) is a neu-
ral network model[10] that deals with time series prob-
lems; → and ← represent a time-specific temporal and
non-temporal parts of diachronic entity embedding,
r - 1 represents the inverse relationship of r[11]; DKL()
represents the KL divergence between two Gaussian
distributions[33] ; Ps,t , Po,t and Pr,t represent the Gauss-
ian embeddings of s,r, and o at time t[12]; st and ot re-
present entity embedding at a specific time. In Space
Complexity[13], me , mr , mτ and mtoken represent the
number of entities,relations,timestamps,and temporal
tokens,respectively; d is the dimension of the embed-
ding.

Table 1　 Comparison of space complexity
Model Scoring function Space complexity
TransE s + r - o O(med + mrd)

TTransE s + r + τ - o O(med + mrd + mτd)

HyTE
Proj(s) + Proj(r)
- Proj(0)

O(med + mrd + mτd)

TA-TransE s + LSTM r,t[ ]- o O(med + mrd + mtokend)
TA-DistMult s,LSTM r,t[ ],o O(med + mrd + mtokend)

DE-SimplE
1
2 (s →,t,o ←+

o →,r - 1,s ←)
O(med + mrd)

ATiSE DKL(Ps,t - Po,t,Pr,t) O(med + mrd)
TeRo st + r - o- t O(med + mrd + mτd)

RotatS RotSR,Γ(H) = T O(med + mrd + mτd)

4　 Results

4. 1　 Main results
As shown in Table 2 and Table 3,KGC experiments

on the facts at a timestamp are conducted. The predic-
tion accuracy of the performance of RotatS model is lis-
ted in table 2 and the benchmark model on the two data-
sets ICEWS14 and ICEWS05-15 are listed in the table.
The results of HTKE,TempCaps, and TKGC are derived
from Refs[16],[14] and [15],respectively; the re-
sults of other models in the table are derived from Te-
Ro[13] . In the experimental results, the RotatS model
outperforms all baseline models. It can be seen that the
effectiveness of the RotatS model in handling timestamp
events. Compared with TeRo,the performance of RotatS
model is improves by 2. 3% and 4. 5% on ICEWS14
and ICEWS05-15,respectively.
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Table 2　 Performance on the ICEWS14 dataset
Model MRR Hit@ 1 Hit@ 3 Hit@ 10
TransE 28. 0 9. 4 - 63. 7
DistMult 43. 9 32. 3 - 67. 2

ComplEx-N3 46. 7 34. 7 52. 7 71. 6
RotatE 41. 8 29. 1 47. 8 69. 0
QuatE 47. 1 35. 3 53. 0 71. 2
TTransE 25. 5 7. 4 - 60. 1
HyTE 29. 7 10. 8 41. 6 65. 5

TA-TransE 27. 5 9. 5 - 62. 5
TA-DistMult 47. 7 36. 3 - 68. 6
DE-SimplE 52. 6 41. 8 59. 2 72. 5

ATiSE 55. 0 43. 6 62. 9 75. 0
TeRo 56. 2 46. 8 62. 1 73. 2

TempCaps 48. 9 38. 8 54. 4 67. 9
TKGC 56. 1 45. 8 63. 1 73. 8
HTKE 56. 2 47. 1 61. 3 72. 8

Proposed method 58. 5 49. 8 63. 7 74. 4

Table 3　 Performance on the ICEWS05-15 dataset
Model MRR Hit@ 1 Hit@ 3 Hit@ 10
TransE 29. 4 9. 0 - 66. 3
DistMult 45. 6 33. 7 - 69. 1

ComplEx-N3 48. 1 36. 2 53. 5 72. 9
RotatE 30. 4 16. 4 35. 5 59. 5
QuatE 48. 2 37. 0 52. 9 72. 7
TTransE 27. 1 8. 4 - 61. 6
HyTE 31. 6 11. 6 44. 5 68. 1

TA-TransE 29. 9 9. 6 - 66. 8
TA-DistMult 47. 4 34. 6 - 72. 8
DE-SimplE 51. 3 39. 2 57. 8 74. 8

ATiSE 51. 9 37. 8 60. 6 79. 4
TeRo 58. 6 46. 9 66. 8 79. 5

TempCaps 52. 1 42. 3 57. 6 70. 5
TKGC 53. 2 39. 8 62. 1 79. 7
HTKE 58. 1 48. 7 64. 5 76. 3

Proposed method 63. 1 52. 9 70. 2 80. 7

As shown in Table 4 and Table 5,KGC experiments
on the facts in a certain time interval are conducted,and
the results of all models on both the YAGO11k and
Wikidata12k datasets are listed in the table. In the ex-
periments,the dataset used for validation has few kinds
of relations,which affects the identification of different
quadruplets. To increase the variety of relations,this pa-
per extends the relation set to a pair-dual relation
set[13] . In YAGO11k dataset, tail entity embedding with
relation embedding is integrated,the model outperforms

the TeRo model　 in MRR,Hit@ 1 and Hit@ 3; on the
Wikidata12k dataset, the performance of RotatS model
also improves over the TERO model on Hit@ 3 and Hit
@10.

Table 4　 Performance on the YAGO11K dataset
Model MRR Hit@ 1 Hit@ 3 Hit@ 10
TransE 10. 0 1. 5 13. 8 24. 4
DistMult 15. 8 10. 7 16. 1 26. 8

ComplEx-N3 16. 7 10. 6 15. 4 28. 2
RotatE 16. 7 10. 3 16. 7 30. 5
QuatE 16. 4 10. 7 14. 8 27. 0
TTransE 10. 8 2. 0 15. 0 25. 1
HyTE 10. 5 1. 5 14. 3 27. 2

TA-TransE 12. 7 2. 7 16. 0 32. 6
TA-DistMult 16. 1 10. 3 17. 1 29. 2

ATiSE 17. 0 11. 0 17. 1 28. 8
TeRo 18. 7 12. 1 19. 7 31. 9
HTKE 25. 7 17. 0 25. 5 40. 4

Proposed method 19. 1 13. 5 20. 0 29. 7

Table 5　 Performance on the Wikidata12k dataset
Model MRR Hit@ 1 Hit@ 3 Hit@ 10

TransE 17. 8 10. 0 19. 2 33. 9

DistMult 22. 2 11. 9 23. 8 46. 0

ComplEx-N3 23. 3 12. 3 25. 3 43. 6

RotatE 22. 1 11. 6 23. 6 46. 1

QuatE 23. 0 12. 5 24. 3 41. 6

TTransE 17. 2 9. 6 18. 4 32. 9

HyTE 18. 0 9. 8 19. 7 33. 3

TA-TransE 17. 8 3. 0 26. 7 42. 9

TA-DistMult 21. 8 12. 2 23. 2 44. 7

ATiSE 28. 0 17. 5 31. 7 48. 1

TeRo 29. 9 19. 8 32. 9 50. 7

Proposed method 29. 6 18. 7 33. 2 52. 7

In terms of efficiency,RotatS has the same space
complexity as TeRo, TTransE and HyTE. Regarding
the consumption of video memory,this paper conducts
comparative experiments on the ICEWS14 dataset for
several recent models. RotatS with an embedding di-
mensionality of 500 has a storage size of 1886MiB,
whereas TeRo and ATiSE with the same embedding
dimensionlity have storage sizes of 1026MiB and
1350MiB. Meanwhile, on TITAN Xp device, RotatS
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with an embedding dimensionality of 500 is trained on
ICEWS14, ICEWS05-15, YAGO11k and Wikida-
ta12k,and each epoch takes 9. 1, 49. 7 s, 4. 2 s and
8. 1 s, respectively, however, ATiSE with the same
embedding dimensionlity takes 7. 8 s, 43. 0 s, 29. 1 s,
and 33. 7 s on the four datasets,respectively.

4. 2　 Parameter analysis and model analysis
In this work,the effects of scaling and embedding

size on the RotatS model are analyzed.
Fig. 1 shows the link prediction performance on

ICEWS14 for different embedding dimensions. As the
embedding dimension increases,the prediction perform-
ance gradually improves. When the embedding dimen-
sion is set to 500,the performance is better and the em-
bedding dimension is not high. A lower embedding di-
mension can reduce storage space and improve training
speed; at the same time,it can also enable the model
to be applied on large-scale knowledge graphs.

To analyze the effect of scaling in the RotatS
model, this paper compares the link prediction per-
formance of RotatS and RotatS without scaling on
ICEWS14.

Fig. 1　 Effect of dimensionality of embeddings

Fig. 2 shows that scaling can significantly improve
the link prediction performance of RotatS. Because
scaling can make the size of the head entity vector and
the tail entity vector more similar,enhancing the train-
ing effect.

4. 3　 Comparative study
To further test the performance of the proposed

TKG completion model in different dimensional spaces,
this paper also conducts a series of experiments on ro-
tation and scaling in four dimensional space,and com-
pares this method with the rotation method RotatS in
3D spaces. The model in 4D space is as follows.

Fig. 2　 Effect of scaling
(H·Γ◁)  R◁ = (T·Γ◁) (24)
(H·Γ◁)  R = (T·Γ◁ ) (25)

where H and T represent the embedding of head entity
and tail entity in the 4D space,respectively; R repre-
sents the embedding of relation in 4D space; R◁ and
Γ◁ are the unitization of relation embedding and tem-
poral embedding,respectively. The head entity H can
be represented as (H1,H2,H3,H4) in 4D space; the
tail entity T can be represented as (T1,T2,T3,T4) in
4D space; the relation R can be represented as (R1,
R2,R3,R4) in the 4D space; and time Γ can be repre-
sented as (Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ4) in 4D space.

The  denotes the Hamilton product. 4D rotation
can be modeled by the Hamilton product[32] . When
R◁ is used,modulus length of R◁ is 1,and only rota-
tion is performed in 4D space and no scaling is done;
when R is used,the modulus length of R is not 1, and
not only rotation but also scaling is performed in 4D
space. In the paper,the time information is incorporat-
ed into the head entity and the tail entity by unitizing
the Hadmard product between the temporal embedding
Γ and the entity embedding. Then the entity quaterni-
ons after incorporating the time information are rota-
ted. There are scaled rotations and unscaled rotations.
The following are the experimental results of the two
methods.

Experiments are performed on two datasets,YA-
GO11k and ICEWS14,respectively,using the rotation
model in 4D space. Under the same experimental con-
ditions as the RotatS model,this paper obtained the re-
sults in Table 6. By comparing the experimental re-
sults,it can be seen that the rotation model RotatS of
quaternion in three-dimensional space performs better
in all test cases than that in the 4D space.

5　 Conclusion

This paper has presented a new TKG completion
model named RotatS,which can integrate the semantic
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relationship between entities,relations,and time. In the
experiments,the rotation and scaling of the head entity
to the tail entity is modeled. Compared with previous
approaches,the RotatS model has a significant improve-
ment over the baseline model in solving the TKG com-
pletion task in sense of prediction accuracy including

MRR,Hit@ 1,Hit@ 3 and Hit@ 10,under similar ex-
perimental conditions and space complexity. In the near
future,the following research directions will continue to
be explored: improving the model by combining differ-
ent rotation and stretching methods.

Table 6　 Rotation in 4D
YAGO11K ICEWS14

Model MRR Hit@ 1 Hit@ 3 Hit@ 10 MRR Hit@ 1 Hit@ 3 Hit@ 10
(H·Γ◁)  R◁ = (T·Γ◁) 16. 9 10. 9 17. 2 29. 4 55. 3 47. 2 60. 1 69. 8
(H·Γ◁)  R = (T·Γ◁) 17. 2 11. 1 17. 8 29. 3 56. 2 48. 7 60. 2 70. 2
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